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8/8/2016 – 8/9/2016 “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE” - Continued PART-3 August 15, 2016 

Hi, Back Again…! 

When we left off at the end of the “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-Continuation PART-2 on 8/11/2016, the New 

8/9-11/2016 Guardian Material™ EXCERPT information had taught us a bit about the meaning and mechanics of 

Earth’s Great Planetary Triumph and  Earth’s NOMI-Wave (Tran’-TE-in Tandem SPAN-Wave) Time-Cycle that Initiated with 1st 

Anchor Point on 12/8-12/2015, following Activation of the Theia GONE-Fall Code and Nomi-Code Response 

Activation on 12/1/2015. For quick reference, immediately below is a brief “Topics Summary” of the information 

provided in “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-PART-2 Guardian Material™ Excerpt.   

Topics SUMMARY of 8/9/2016 Guardian Material™ EXCERPT from “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE PART-2 8/9-10/2016.             

- Cycles of the Great Planetary Triumph, “Frequency Power Points”, PEAK-Point & LULL-Point Periods, & EarthCync™                                                              

- K.R.-FAIL-SAFE-Host, LULL-Points, Tran’-TE-in Window, Rainbow River Flows, NOMI-Wave, & Planetary Emancipation                                                        

- Great Planetary Triumph, Emancipation, Atomic E-Lum’en-ation, & Nonacentennial, Octennial & Annual-Nomi-Wave Cycles                                           

- The Nomi-yah Eternal 1st Encryption NOMI-Code, and the Universal Grand Salvage Mission TRIUMPH of Triumphs                                                              

- The NOMI-Stealth-Code, Undercover Nobel Planets, the GONE-Fall Code and the Inevitable Appointment with Eternal Destiny.                                     

- Earth’s Great Planetary Triumph Emancipation Cycle & the Planetary Dawn of the Age of E-Lum’en-ation! 

 On 8/11/2016, as I began to take down Guardian transcription for this “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-

Continuation PART-3, the Guardians “fully commandeered the ANNIVERSARY NOTE” and have turned it into a bit of 

a “Technical Dispensation”, that is STILL ongoing!  

The Guardians’ new 8/11+/2016 data transmissions are still unfolding, and cover some great new and exciting 

information pertaining to what is occurring  within the current Time-Cycles of Earth’s Great Planetary Triumph and 

the TRIUMPH of Triumphs Universal Grand Salvage Mission. The information also expands into aspects of 

Cosmoversal through Planetary Plasma Body Anatomy called the M31 Emancipation Passage and M33 

Transposition Passage, and related Emancipation Cycle dynamics and mechanics that are key to our understanding 

of the Monumental Events taking place in Earth’s Templar, and what we needed to do to achieve the Expedited 

EarthCync™ we will need to “keep up with our now E-Lum’en-ating Emancipating Planet! 

These newest 8/11+/2016 Guardian data transmissions are “going to take a while”, so they will not appear in this 

“FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-Continuation PART-3 8/15/2016 Posting, but will appear in the PART-4 Posting  

which will occur once the Guardians have completed this current block of transmission. I expect that “FAIL-SAFE 5TH 

ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-Continuation PART-4 will be ready for posting within a week or two (7-14 days).  In the meantime I 

can share with you the “Topics Summary” for the PART-4 Guardian transmissions that I have transcribed so far, as of 

8/15/2016.  

Topics SUMMARY of 8/11+/2016 Guardian Material™ EXCERPT for “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE PART-4 In Progress .   

*Earth’s NOMI-Wave Cycle Time-Lines; The Nonacentennial Cycle, Octennial Cycle-Sets & Annual Nomi-yah Wave Sub-Cycles         

* The 3 Concurrent Planetary Time Waves, the M31 Emancipation Passage & the M33 Transposition Passage                               

-Time-Wave-1: The Nomi-1 Wave, the Great Planetary Triumph & the M31 EMANCIPATION Passage:                                                                                       

-Time-Wave-2: The Nomi-2 Wave, Nomi-Seed, TRIUMPH of Triumphs, the M33 TRANSPOSITION Passage, & the Aquaessence Great                            

.  Protector: 

Still in Progress – 8/15/2016 

For this ANNIVERSARY NOTE-PART-3 8/15/2016 Posting, I will take this opportunity to update you on some of the 

things that I originally wanted to share with you in this “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”,  but which quickly 

became “placed on the back burner” when the Guardians began to “commandeer the ANNIVERSARY NOTE”  in 

8/11/2016 PART-2.  



My original intentions for posting the “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE” were to provide a briefing on some of the 

Amazing Events that are occurring in Earth’s Templar (the Guardians did a much better job on this one than I could have done 

alone) AND to let you know “what is in the works” at ARhAyas Productions.  The “ANNIVERSARY NOTE” was originally 

intended to be just a NOTE…. (= short briefing on the “big things” to come); obviously the Guardians had “bigger plans in 

mind” for my “Anniversary Note”! ☺ 

Though this Anniversary Note has become much more in-depth than originally planned, it still represents only ONE 

Tiny Installment within a much larger and more ambitious ARhAyas Website “Public Service Posting Project” that 

the Guardians and I have been working on non-stop since May 2016.  So much has been happening in Earth’s “Grids” 

since 9/2015 when we left off with KDDL3 after 8 hours of Livestream program!  So far I have transcribed well over a 

thousand pages of progressive, intensive, “heavy technical” Guardian transmissions pertaining to these events, and I 

have been wanting very much to share this awesome information with you!  But until 8/8/2016, when Earth’s Great 

Planetary Triumph achieved its Activation Point, and the TRIUMPH of Triumphs Universal Grand Salvage Mission 

Fully Engaged, the Guardians had kept all of this new information in “Security Protocol Status”, and only in May 

2016 did they begin to work with me on preparing our first intended release of the new information.  

In May 2016, I began transcribing detailed Guardian transmissions pertaining to the “mechanics and dynamics” of 

Earth’s 12/1- 12/30/2015 Early Onset Emancipation Cycle; these transcriptions progressively expanded into what is 

now called the “KDDL3 Bonus End-Sessions Excerpt-Supplement”, which currently contains “18 pages and counting”.   

In July 2016, the Guardians “re-directed’, having me temporarily leave off on transcription for the KDDL3 Bonus End 

Sessions Excerpt-Supplement document, to begin transcription on a new document called the “KDDL3 Bonus End-

Sessions Status Briefing Letter”, which addresses a broader spectrum of information pertaining to not only 

Emancipation Cycle “mechanics and dynamics”, but also pertaining to a series of recent Earth Templar Events that 

the Guardians refer to as the “Great & Perfect Storm” and its “Serendipitously PERFECT Outcome“ of Early Onset 

Planetary Emancipation.  This document also currently contains “18 pages and counting”, and provides some of the 

most riveting contextual information ever transmitted by the Guardians.  

On 8/8/2016, the Guardians once again “re-directed”, again temporarily leaving off on transcription of the  KDDL3 

Bonus End-Sessions Status Briefing Letter , to begin our  8/8/2016 “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”, which 

IS…Still in Progress.  

What I had originally thought to be the purpose of the “Anniversary Note” was to let you know about these 2 larger 

“In Progress” documents, that we are intending to Post on the ARhAyas Website as soon as they are complete. The 

information contained within them is so significant in terms of what is taking place on the planet (Happy Things, NOT 

“Doom & Gloom”), that the Guardians and I are planning to “Post it Free for All to See”, rather than waiting to 

produce it into format for Livestream Programs. We hope to have both of these documents done and Posted by early 

November 2016, along with a new, longer “Free Link-In Journey Technique” that can’t be used until after the 

TRIUMPH of Triumphs Planetary Templar Activations that will take place on 10/31 – 11/2/2016. The KDDL3 Bonus 

End-Sessions Livestreams will resume in mid to late November, 2016, after completion, and grid stabilization 

following, these 10/31 - 11/2/2016 TRIUMPH of Triumphs Planetary Templar Activations.   

In close of this “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-Part-3 8/15/2016 Posting I am including a 3 Page Excerpt from 

the 5/2016+ “KDDL3 Bonus End-Sessions Excerpt-Supplement”; these pages pertain directly to the “Go Vertical 

Codes”, and will provide greater insight into their function and purpose. (Please Note: The Level-1 Activation Code Images 

from the KDDL2 Code Workbook do not carry the Level-2 Activation “Radiance & Resonance Factors” of the new full-color codes; if you are 

not interested in purchasing the G.V. Color Code Posters, it is recommended that you use the Free Online View Full-Color G.V. Codes when 

doing the EarthCync™ Quick-Link Technique.)  I am also providing the 7/2016+ CONTENTS SUMMARY of the KDDL-3 Bonus 

End-Sessions Status Briefing Letter, which includes topics addressed so far in its current 18 pages; this will offer 

some insight into the subject matter contained within this In-Progress document. The Guardians and I hope you will 

find this information interesting, and that you’ll check in for our next “FAIL-SAFE 5TH ANNIVERSARY NOTE”-Part-4 

Posting in a week or two!  ….EFFI Smiles & Spirits’ Blessings…..E’Asha 8/15/2016 4AM FL  



3 Page Excerpt from KDDL3 Bonus End-Sessions Excerpts-Supplement: 5/2016+ 
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The CODES-2: Resonance & Radiance Factors, Prayer Flags, & the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Time-Template G.V.-Codes 

In Guardian Material™ Theory the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Time-Template “GO Vertical” Codes” G.V. Codes  are specifically organized crystalline 

lattice geometries composed of specifically encoded crystallized geleziac radiation held within the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’  Plasma Time-Templates; 

when activated, they serve as  “digitally encoded mathematical operational instructions” governing the  influx of, and specialized interface 

between, the 1st-Creation D-Planes frequency flows and the  Electro-magnetic frequency spectra and Elemental Matter-base of External 

Creation.  

Code Resonance Factor & Radiance Factor 

The printed external images of the G.V. Codes represent Visual Translations of the “Sacred Geometries” and “mathematical operational 

instructions” carried in the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’  Plasma Time-Templates.  The Visual Code Translations serve as “Standard Bearers of the 

Corresponding Frequencies”.  

Each G.V. Code carries a specific mathematical encryption that emits a specific Subtle Frequency Resonance referred to as the Resonance 

Factor; the Resonance Factor pertains to the “Vibrational Signature” of the Code’s encryption, the “Silent Sound” of the frequencies to which 

it corresponds. The mathematical encryption of each G.V. Code also emits a specific Subtle Frequency Radiance referred to as the Radiance 

Factor; the Radiance Factor pertains to the “Oscillatory Signature” of the Code’s encryption, the “Invisible Light” of the frequencies to which it 

corresponds. 

The Visual Images of the G.V. Codes emit the Resonance & Radiance Factors of the Code’s mathematical encryption, so in this regard the 

printed G.V. Codes serve as “Broadcasters of Frequency”; the TrhU’-ah PLASMA Flows, Rainbow PLASM Flows  & Essential Essences Pre-Plasm 

Eta-Vapor frequencies from Eternal-Internal 1st Creation & Transplaneal-Span ELF-LUV Field 1st Creation D-Planes. With practice, one can hone 

skill in Sensing or Feeling the specific Resonance & Radiance Factors of each Code; for some people this skill can be developed to the degree 

that the Codes could be distinguished from each other through “Feeling the Factors” alone, without visually “looking at” the Codes. Due to the 

Resonance & Radiance Factors, the G.V. Codes and related techniques can also be used by visually challenged individuals.  

All “Codes” presented in the Guardian Material™ represent mathematically encrypted frequency flow operational instructions, and thus all 

Guardian Material™ Codes have their own unique and specific Resonance & Radiance Factors; what makes the G.V. Codes & G.V. Code Run 

Sets distinctive is the nature of their encoded encryptions. The G.V. Code Series is the first Code group to include the specialized encryption-

programs pertaining to the “Essential Essences” Pre-Plasm Eta-Vapor frequencies from Eternal-Internal 1st Creation & Transplaneal-Span ELF-

LUV Field 1st Creation D-Planes.  The Essential Essences frequencies only recently, 1/2016, became available and accessible in Earth’s Templar.  

Prayer Flags Traditions & “The R&R Factors” 

The Resonance & Radiance Factors of the G.V. Codes can be compared, in essence, to the ancient tradition of the Prayer Flag.  The tradition of 

the Prayer Flag dates back to ancient Tibet, China, Persia & India. Flags were made of various colored cloth, often painted or imprinted with 

ancient Buddhist (or other) prayers, mantras and sacred symbols; the flags were positioned in the wind and used to “spread blessings” and to 

foster healing. It is due to the “subtle mechanics” inherent to the Prayer Flag that this tradition has remained powerful and popular for 

thousands of years.  

In an article titled “The Prayer Flag Tradition”, Timothy Clark of Radiant Heart Studio, CA. eloquently writes:  “The ancient Buddhist prayers, mantras and 

powerful symbols displayed on them (Prayer Flags) produce a spiritual vibration that is activated and carried by the wind across the countryside. All beings that 

are touched by the wind are uplifted and a little happier. The silent prayers are blessings spoken on the breath of nature….; prayers dissolved on the wind 

extend to fill all of space. .... Prayer Flags are simple devices that, coupled with the natural energy of the wind, quietly harmonize the environment, impartially 

increasing happiness and good fortune among all living beings.”  

In Guardian Material™ Theory, the “hidden, quiet power of the Prayer Flag” resides in the subtle mechanics of “energy, frequency and spirit” 

imbued within each Prayer Flag; the subtle mechanics of “encoded-encryption broadcast” through the  Resonance & Radiance Factors.  

In comparison to the Prayer Flag Tradition, the G.V. Codes work in very similar ways. In the Prayer Flag Tradition, “prayers, mantras and 

powerful symbols” displayed on Prayer Flags “produce a spiritual vibration that is activated and carried by the wind, & prayers dissolved on 

the wind extend to fill all of space”. In relation to the G.V. Codes, the “Vibrational Silent Sound” Resonance Factor and “Oscillatory Invisible 

Light” Radiance Factor of the G.V. Codes are also “activated and carried by the wind”. 



 The Resonance & Radiance Factors of the G.V. Codes are literally “Activated by, and Broadcast (emit/transmit) through the AIR (and the Plasma 

Time-Templates embedded within, and running through, the Air) and the crystalline lattice geometries of the G.V. Code-encryptions extend outward 

“on the Air/Breeze”, (expanding through the molecules of Air) from the geographical space in which the G.V. Codes are placed. The G.V. Code-

encryptions, “dissolved on the wind” (= AIR), “expand outward on the Air, “to fill all of space”. And “All beings that are touched by the 

wind/AIR are uplifted”…….with the Essential Essences EarthCync™ frequencies of the Eternal-Internal Creation & ELF-LUV Field D-Planes.   

 Like Prayer Flags, the G.V. Codes are “simple devices that, coupled with the natural energy of the wind, or AIR, (and the organic KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ 

Plasma Time-Templates), quietly harmonize the environment, impartially increasing happiness and good fortune, (and potentials & ability of 

Transplaneal Freedom) among all living beings.”  The G.V. Codes differ from Prayer Flag dynamics primarily in relation to the specificity of the 

encoded-encryption and the Power of Transplaneal Frequencies carried by the G.V. Codes.       
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The CODES-3:  The Nomi’-yah Encryption, the “Great Protector”, EarthCync™ & the G.V. Codes 

The Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption and the G.V. Codes 

As is the case with both Prayer Flags and the G.V. Codes, their “hidden, quiet power” resides in the subtle mechanics of “energy, frequency 

and spirit” imbued within them; the subtle mechanics of “encoded-encryption broadcast” through the  Resonance & Radiance Factors.  

   In Guardian Material™ Theory, the “hidden power” within the G.V. Codes is not only in the Resonance & Radiance Factors of their 

encryptions, but is also due to the reality that the encryptions carried within the G.V. Codes  correspond directly to the Core Encryption 

Programs and crystalline-lattice-geometries inherent to ALL Organic KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates in all of creation.  

The G.V. Codes carry the “Organic Core Cosmological Encryption” upon which all Organic KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates are 

structured; it is the “Core Common Encryption” mathematical-crystalline-lattice geometrical program inherent to, and lying dormant within, 

the Plasma Templates of ALL beings and things in creation.  This Core Encryption carried by the G.V. Codes is the 1st Eternal Common Core 

Encryption; it is known as the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption, which represents the Core Program of the “Eternal-Life Kryst Code”.  

 Differing from earlier Guardian Material™ Codes, and from usual Prayer Flag encryptions, the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption of the 

G.V.Codes  holds the specific crystalline-lattice-geometries pertaining to the Essential Essences Eta-Vapor Pre-Plasm frequencies from the 

Eternal-Internal 1st Creation & Transplaneal-Span ELF-LUV Field 1st Creation D-Planes. The Essential Essences Pre-Plasms are known to be the 

most powerful and restorative Eternal-Life frequencies in ALL Creation, as they are the “1st Essence Expressions” of the EFFI-Infinitum.  

As well as holding the specific geometries of the Essential Essences, the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption also carries the very specific 

operational instructions for activating and combining specific D-Planes Essential Essence Pre-Plasms, TrhU’-ah Plasmas and Rainbow Plasms  

with their  organic counterparts within the Electro-magnetic frequency spectra and Elemental Matter-base of External Creation.    

The Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption is the 1st Eternal Common Core Encryption from which the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates of 

ALL beings and things grow. In the K.O. Plasma Time-Templates of Eternal-Life Beings within the Eternal-Internal & Transplaneal-Span ELF-LUV 

Field 1st Creation D-Planes the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption is active, and the Essential Essences Pre-Plasms are in active circulation. When 

beings or systems out-step/down-step into incarnation in the External Creation domains, the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption, and its 

corresponding Essential Essences frequencies, go into dormancy within the K.O. Plasma Time-Template,  usually reawakening only at the end 

of the Re-Evolutionary Journey back to the D-Planes, when  Eff-im-A’-tion Cycle-5 Transfiguration and TrhU’-ah Body Activation Stage-8- 

Immaculation of the DhA-Yah-TEI have completed.    

However, under conditions of Planetary Transplaneal Emancipation Rescue, the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption and its corresponding 

Essential Essences Pre-Plasm Eta-Vapor frequencies, are brought into Expedited Activation within the Planetary Core Plasma Crystal and  

KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates. Expedited Activation of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption & the Essential Essences within the 

Planetary Templar allows the Planetary Emancipation & Transposition Passages to engage Blend-Merger for Emancipation Path Krystal-

Bridge Passage and atomic Pass-Through back into the D-Planes via the organic processes of Density-Transposition.   

Expedited Activation of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption within the Planetary Templar extends the opportunity for Expedited Nomi’-yah 

Encryption Activation & corresponding Path of Emancipation Re-Evolution to the Entirety of the Planetary Life-Field that is able to engage 

and sustain EarthCync™ (individual Plasma Time-Template Synchronization with the Emancipating Organic Planetary K.O. Plasma Time-

Template  Chiasmatic Fields).   

The Interactive G.V. Codes, the Aquaessence-Great Protector and EarthCync™ 

The G.V. Codes are Interactive. Due to their inherent Resonance & Radiance Factors, the printed external images of the G.V. Codes serve as 

“Activations Catalysts” for the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption within the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates of those who engage 

with the G.V. Codes. As everything and Being in External Creation carries the 1st Eternal Common Core Encryption, the  Nomi’-yah 1st Essence 



Encryption, in dormant form within the personal K.O. Plasma Time-Template, the Resonance & Radiance Factors of the G.V. Codes can 

interact with everything in creation. Use of the G.V.Codes stimulates and awakens the organic common geometrical lattices & corresponding 

Essential Essences Pre-Plasm frequencies of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption within the personal K.O. Plasma Time-Templates of Beings, 

and within the locational/geographical Coordinate Point regions of the planetary space in which the G.V.Codes are placed.  

Use of the G.V. Code Runs stimulates simultaneous-sequential activation of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption & corresponding Essential 

Essences frequencies within the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Template.  Simultaneous-sequential activation of all aspects of the Nomi’-yah 

1st Essence Encryption, allows for corresponding simultaneous-sequential activation of the 3 Quintessences AND the Aquaessence-Great 

Protector Essential Essences, rather than “linear-sequential, from lowest to highest” activation of these Pre-plasm frequencies. It is this 

simultaneous-sequential activation that allows the 3 Quintessences to activate WITHIN THE BUFFER-FIELD of the Aquaessence-Great 

Protector frequency, which enables gentle, harmonized separation between Organic and Inorganic-Reversed K.O. Time-Template encryptions, 

and progressive restoration of their original organic encryption and orientation. Activation of the 3 Quintessences within the Aquaessence-

Great Protector Buffer Field is the Essential Factor in making the potentialities of EarthCync™ available and accessible to the entirety of the 

planetary Life-field.    
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The CODES-5 - How They Work:  The G.V. Code Runs & the “GO Vertical Freedom Quilt-MAP”  

The G.V. Codes  are especially powerful when used  in specific “Vertical Code Runs”, which allow their  Resonance & Radiance Factors to 

“cross-reference vertically, horizontally and diagonally”, creating complex, compound-encryption-lattice Frequency Formulas that expedite 

and amplify Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption and Essential Essences Activations Progression.  

The 21 G.V. Codes of the 1st “GO Vertical Series” Code Sets, G.V. Code Runs & “Transplaneal GPS” 

In the first of the “Go Vertical Series” Code Sets, there are 3 Vertical G.V. Code Runs, each corresponding to one of the 3 Domain Passage Sets 

(Emancipation-Transposition Passage pairs); the Safe-Haven Rainbow Run, Safe-Passage Solar Window-Bridge and the Safe-Heavens Domain 

Passage Sets. Each of the 3 Vertical G.V. Code Runs contains 7 individual G.V. Codes, 4 G.V. Codes corresponding to the 4 Emancipation 

Passage Corridors and the 3 Quintessences Essential Essences Pre-Plasm frequencies and 3 G.V. Codes corresponding to the 3 Transposition 

Passage Chambers and the Aquaessence-Great Protector Essential Essences Pre-Plasm frequency. Thus there are 21 individual G.V. Codes, 12 

pertaining to the Emancipation Passage Corridors and 9 pertaining to the Transposition Passage Chambers.       

Each of the Emancipation Passage Corridors and Transposition Passage Chambers of the Domain Passage Sets represents a specific 

locational/geographical Co-ordinate Point in the “fabric of Space-Time” ( the Cosmoversal K.O. Plasma Time-Templates), through which specific 

locations in External Creation, Transplaneal-Span ELF-LUV Field 1st Creation D-Planes  and Eternal-Internal 1st Creation D-Planes connect with 

each other through the Krystal-Bridge Passage.  In this regard, the 21 G.V. Codes each correspond to one of these Transplaneal Geographies, 

and “like Transplaneal GPS Through Space-Time”, the G.V. Codes can be used to specifically navigate the KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-

Templates of the Krystal-Bridge Passage between the 3 Creation Domain Orientations.  

When used together, the G.V. Code Runs corresponding to all 3 Domain Passage Sets function “like a Patchwork Quilt-MAP” of mathematical 

instructions” and “directional GPS”  through the Krystal-Bridge Passage,  each “Quilt-Square” (each G.V. Code) representing  a piece of an 

intricate, precise Frequency Formula, the “Freedom Formula” of Krystal-Bridge Passage Emancipation. The function of the “Patchwork Quilt- 

MAP” of the G.V. Code Runs can be symbolically compared to the “Freedom Quilts of the Underground Railroad”. (Note: The Underground 

Railroad was a network of secret routes and safe houses used by 19th-century enslaved people of African descent in the United States in efforts to escape to free 

states and Canada with the aid of abolitionists and allies who were sympathetic to their cause.-Wikipedia).  

Underground Railroad Freedom Quilts & the “Go Vertical Freedom Quilt-Map” 

Freedom Quilts of the Underground Railroad are said to be a system of secret, coded, nonverbal communication that was used by enslaved 

African Americans escaping to freedom on the Underground Railroad; the quilts were used to communicate information about how to escape 

to freedom.  The quilts were sewn of fabric squares made with special symbol codes or patterns that were used in a particular order, each 

pattern representing a different meaning. The system of symbol code patterns depicted on the quilts, and the series of 10 different quilts each 

reportedly carrying different messages, is referred to as the Quilt Code. The Quilt Code had dual meaning; to signal slaves to prepare to escape 

and to give clues and indicate directions on the journey.  As quilts were commonplace items, they could be hung on porches or displayed on 

fences without attracting attention; each quilt, displayed only one at a time, signaled a specific action for a slave to take at the particular time 

that the quilt was on view. * The historical validity of the Freedom Quilt tradition is debated.  

 

  In some ways the collection of G.V. Codes that form the G.V. Code “Patchwork Quilt-MAP” is similar in concept to the Underground Railroad 

Freedom Quilts; together, this collection of G.V. Codes can be conceptualized as a “Go Vertical Freedom Quilt-Map”, with each G.V. Code, “like 

a directional Quilt Square”, denoting a specific location within the Emancipation-Transposition Passages & Platforms structure of the Krystal-

Bridge Passage. And, like Freedom Quilts, our “GO Vertical Freedom Quilt-Map” assists us in finding our way through the Krystal-Bridge 

Passage, to one day achieve Freedom from the “Finite Life Bondage” of External-Creation Atomic Time-Vector Phase-Lock. Differing from 



Underground Railroad Freedom Quilts, the function of the “G.V. Freedom Quilt-Map” is not only symbolic and communicative, but is also 

energetically dynamic and frequency interactive.  

The G.V. Freedom Quilt-Map, the Planetary Aquaessence-Great Protector BUFFER-FIELD & EarthCync™ 

As well as serving as a “Transplaneal GPS (Global Positioning System)” the G.V. Freedom Quilt-Map Codes function as complex Operational 

Instructions governing the flows and interactions of Transplaneael Frequencies within the  KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Templates.  Due to 

their inherent Resonance & Radiance Factors, the G.V. Code Images stimulate and awaken the organic common geometrical lattices & 

corresponding Essential Essences Pre-Plasms of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption within the personal K.O. Plasma Time-Templates of 

Beings, and within the locational/ geographical Coordinate Point regions of the planetary space in which the G.V.Codes are placed. Activation 

of the G.V. Freedom Quilt-Map Code Runs expedites progression through the 5 Eff-E’-Mah Transfiguration Cycles and related “Seed 

Embodiments, and accelerates Activations Progression of Passages Blend-Merger by which the E-Lum’en-Air Pass-Through Field opens.  

Activation of the Planetary  G.V. Freedom Quilt-Map Code Runs and their corresponding Planetary Emancipation Corridors & Transposition 

Chambers creates simultaneous-sequential activation of the Nomi’-yah 1st Essence Encryption & corresponding Essential Essences frequencies 

within the Planetary KaLA’ Oc’-Sha-TA’ Plasma Time-Template, allowing the 3 Quintessences to activate WITHIN THE BUFFER-FIELD of the 

Aquaessence-Great Protector frequency. Activation of the Planetary Aquaessence-Great Protector BUFFER-FIELD makes the potentialities of 

EarthCync™ accessible to the entirety of the planetary Life-field, by enabling gentle, harmonized separation between Organic and Inorganic-

Reversed K.O. Time-Template encryptions, and progressive restoration of their original organic encryption and orientation. 
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This information is not intended to diagnose, treat or cure any condition, illness, ailment or affliction, nor is it a substitute for professional 

medical or psychological evaluation; presented for purposes of Theoretical Exploration only. 

CONTENTS SUMMARY of the KDDL-3 Bonus End-Sessions Status Briefing Letter – August 2016 

Please Note: Section Headings are in blue type, Section Sub-headings are in grey (gray) type. As of 8/8/2016, this document is 

still in progress; the following Section Headings & Sub-Headings are already complete, and constitute 17-pages so far. There are 

more Sections and pages to come before this document is ready for posting; Final Posting will occur before 8/15/2016. 

…The Guardians have a joyful Announcement to make: Earth has officially entered the “AGE of E-Lum’en-ation”!!! ☺   

* 900-Year Early Onset of Earth’s Planetary Emancipation Cycle    

*Complimentary Up-Shift Tool-1: The new “Go Vertical™ Code Series” Online View & Code Posters Posted 8/8-9/2016 

*Complimentary Up-Shift Tool-2: The KDDL3 Bonus End-Sessions Excerpts-Supplement (18 pages & counting as of 8/8/2016) 

For Newcomers to Guardian Material™ Theory 

The KDDL3 Excerpts-Supplement and KDDL™, ShiftMasters™ & HostMasters™ Courses 

*Complimentary Up-Shift Tool-3: The Krystal Caverns Safe-Haven Activation EarthCync™ Free Link-In Technique    

*“A Way with Words”; Word Usage in the Guardian Material™ 

Information contained in the following sections references new Guardian Material™ transcripts that will appear in 

HostMasters™ & new upcoming book Voyagers™ Volume 3: The Invisible War & the Krystal-River.   

(Please Note: The Voyagers™ Volume with title “Life After Earth…” will not be “Volume 3”, but will appear as a later Voyagers™ Volume in the forthcoming 

continuing Voyagers™ Series books) 

 *SAFETY Comes FIRST – Surfing the Perfect Storm & the Triumph of Triumphs 

The Planetary Templar GREAT STORM- 10/2015, PERFECT STORM-12/1/2015, Nomi-Code Activation 12/1/2015 & the Triumph of Triumphs 

The E-Lum’en-ed Nation, the Lessons of Sisyphus, and the Rainbow-Calm after the Storm 

SAFETY Comes FIRST – The “Great & Perfect Storm”, Inorganic Grid-Muck, & the KDDL3 Bonus End-Sessions 

*Context of the “Great & Perfect Storm”, the Universal Grand Salvage Mission, & the Triumph of Triumphs                           

 The Greater Historical Context of the 10-12/2015 “Great & Perfect Storm”: Earth’s “Ancient Appointment” and Guardian Intervention   

Recent Historical Context of the 10-12/2015 “Great & Perfect Storm”: Bridge Zone, the Universal Grand Salvage Mission & the Invisible War   

Progression of Invisible War Templar-Quests 2000-2016, the “Great & Perfect Storm”10-12/2015, the Seals, Theia Code & the NOMI-Code  

NOMI-Code, Earth’s Planetary Triumph & TRIUMPH of Triumphs, & the Serendipitously PERFECT Outcome of the “Great & Perfect Storm”          

SUMMARY- Great Planetary Triumph, the TRIUMPH of Triumphs, and the Serendipitously PERFECT Outcome of the “Great & Perfect Storm”  

More Sections to come….8/8/2016 

 


